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Toshiba, while better known for its laptops and tablets running Windows, has also expanded into the Android tablet space in recent years. Its Android tablets have generally spanned budgets into middle-class spaces, with a variety of different sizes and shape factors, though haven't really branched out into crazy styles like those of Lenovo and ASUS. Toshiba
brands its tablets under the naming of Excite, and because of existing retail offerings has no problem getting it to big box electronics stores. Leveraging its knowledge of computer manufacturing, Toshiba has also made a relative splash in the Chromebook space, with its models achieving the right balance of price, quality and performance. The second
Chromebook ever, named only toshiba Chromebook 2, is one of the first in the budget price arena that comes with a very good 1080p IPS screen, distinguishing it from other cheap units out there with a terrible screen. While no one in the West will know about it, Toshiba has also been involved in making Android phones for years. But given its relatively
minimal impact on the Android world, Toshiba is likely to stick with the tablet as its main Android strategy for the near future. The TV boxy frame can transcend its limits, cramping the image by making it appear smaller by comparison. This 1080p set from Toshiba features the thinnest framezel in the world. With a set of less than 1 inch, the TV 40 has 37 set
traces, so it can fit in a previously existing home theatre closet or float more freely on the wall. $1,900, Toshiba.com See Them All This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on toshiba piano.io hasn't
had much success selling mobile devices outside japan, but thrive tablets may end up leading the way for more exports. The Toshiba Regza IS11T smartphone (which will no doubt get a name change if it succeeds in the US or EU) could be one of the first Toshiba handsets to find some marketshare outside Japan. This phone looks pretty good in the new
video preview. The phone has a complete QWERTY slide-out keyboard, 4 VGA screen, an improved Snapdragon 1.4 GHz CPU (no word on the core count, but we expect the word enhanced to mean dual core), an 8 MP camera, and best of all, it is shipped with Android 2.3.4. Given that most phones that receive updates are still only up to Android 2.3.3, it's
nice to see the phone ship with 2.3.4. No word if the phone has a front camera to take advantage of video chat on GTalk on but at the end of the video Skype is launched for half a second. The UI overlay also looks smooth for the most part. What did you say? If this phone makes it to your area, will you try it?source:DigInfo via Android Authority SUBSCRIBE
TO TO Newsletter! (Pocket-lint) - Regular pocket-lint may recall that we reviewed the Toshiba AT100 and absolutely hated its cheap and nasty design and uninpired features. Fortunately, the company has just started selling new and much updated tablet versions. The AT200, which offers a new style greatly reduces weight and dimensions and some other
tweaks to the boot. From the moment we took it out of the box, we found it to be a much more desirable device than its predecessor and first impressions really count here. After all, this is a market dominated by Apple products, so challengers need to have at least competent industrial design to watch out for. The first thing we noticed was that the AT200 was
not made of the same unpleasant creaking plastic from the original model. There is no etching on the back cover here to give the tablet a display of a device that has been heated and hit by a truck. What you get is an ultra-slim tablet with a metal back surface finished in a kind of brushed style. Pocket-lintThere are several sockets located around the device.
The first is a rather large docking port at the bottom of the tablet. It is used for a fastened charger, which has a USB power connector and plug at the other end, and is connected to a standard wall plug with a USB connection on it. We're not fans of this arrangement. Quite why the dock connector should be so big is beyond us. There can't be a large number
of docks and accessories for toshiba's tablet range, and the size of the connector just makes it sick to carry around. Pocket-lintYou get USB, HDMI and microSD capabilities as well, and this is located on the right side of the tablet. USB and HDMI sockets are both micro-sized, which is fine for USB, although that means you have to buy a micro HDMI cable to
standard. There's, of course, a headphone socket here too. On the front of the tablet is a video conferencing webcam, and on the back of a 5 megapixel camera. This is not all good news, because the first thing we noticed was that the rear case was really easy to scratch. We've had this tablet for only a few weeks, and already have some battle scars on the
back, and we haven't taken it anywhere dangerous. The second thing we noted is that the windshield seems to be even more of a fingerprint magnet than most tablets. Of course, it's not Toshiba's mistake that we're like a bunch of greasy criminals, but we think other tablets seem a little better at fighting our hand oil. Pocket-lintThe AT200 ships with Android
3.2.1, but will soon get an upgrade to Ice Cream Sandwich, we were told. Mind you, it doesn't really make a big difference because Honeycomb is really fine for tablet, and the difference between it and Android 4.0 is quite small, at least as far as most users are concerned. You can get AT200 in 16 or 32GB 32GB but the microSD card slot means you can
improve well as much as 32GB. This is great, and really useful for people who like to watch videos or take their music collection wherever they go. Like many devices, the AT200 has installed Swype, and that is the default keyboard. Annoyingly, it is set to a French layout to begin with, we do not know why but it is quite simple to fix. But we also found that it
was quite laggy, with the pressing of the button we needed a perceived time to do anything on the screen. Switching to a standard Android keyboard makes things better, and faster. The rear-mounted 5 megapixel camera is, as you'd expect, pretty average. In fact, the average may be a bit charitable. We found that, while the image looks pretty good on the
screen, when the full image is emailed to a desktop computer, things start to look a lot more unpleasant. Pocket-lintImages seem to have smudging on fine detail, those seen at 100 percent size really don't look so impressive, even in decent light. In the end, we guess this doesn't matter because no one uses their tablet for photos anyway, but we almost
prefer that Toshiba isn't bothered with the cameras mounted on the back, and has dropped the price of tablets instead. Built-in speakers aren't bad. Their location helps them produce sounds that cannot be easily blocked by hand and they are of course loud enough to watch videos at home in a quiet room. The quality through the speakers is only average,
but then small so no one expects full range sound. Headphones obviously improved the situation very well, so we used them, and so did you! Thanks to the new screen - this is not an IPS panel, unlike the A100 - the image quality seems better to us. In previous models, while the viewing angle was good, the fine detail area of the screen - say on thin lines -
would have a subtle but visible noise to them. Here that is completely lost, and we prefer this look. However, this is the same resolution so there are no more detailed oodles to enjoy. This is certainly no rival to the new iPad.Pocket-lintVideo looks good though. We're streaming some content from Netflix, and it's sharp and has more than enough color and
detail. Switch to HD content from local network sources and the details jump substantially. In fact, looking at the 720p video, we were stunned by how much clarity and fine detail there was in the image. So in screen terms, at least, Tosh is nothing to be ashamed of. When watching videos, we recommend that you turn off backlight automatically. We found a
little too sensitive to fairly small light changes, and that means that when we watch the video the brightness will often jump up or down in response to a small increase or decrease in ambient light. This makes watching videos quite annoying, but at least easy to disable. One of the things we hate to hate The AT100 is a terrible DLNA media player.
Unfortunately, Toshiba has done nothing to address this issue. Its own app, Media Player, is the most horrible thing we've ever seen or used. It will play music and photos outside the box, but don't expect the video to work. We can't understand why this is long enough, but the solution comes with a third-party application called Skifta. It turns out that the tablet
does not have a video player that can handle common types of video files. Install one, and you will be able to use The Toshiba application, and third-party solutions such as Skifta without any problems. Pocket-lints you won't, however, be able to use the brilliant Plex app to watch videos. No matter what we tried, we couldn't get Tosh to play ball with our
media server. This is a network we have used on dozens of other devices, all of which are happy to connect to Plex, through its in particular application, or through the DLNA services offered in the latest version. We obviously can't tell you why this is, but since other devices have no problems, we have to assume it's something specific to Toshiba. And when
our Samsung and Sony tablets and phones all play ball, along with our laptops and WD TV Live Hub, we have to conclude that this problem is not from our manufacture. Toshiba says you will see eight hours of battery life of the AT200. We had no reason to dispute that, and it added an hour to the AT100. We noticed that the tablet has a fairly aggressive Wi-
Fi power saving mode, which turns off wireless as soon as the display turns off. This may be consistent with other tablets running Honeycomb, but we prefer the option to stay wireless for a short time after the screen is locked. Another change of the AT100 is that the battery is now no longer removable. This may be a problem for some people, who may
choose to use their tablets with some interchangeable batteries for maximum life. We can't, however, see this as a problem for most people. The AT-200 verdict is a much better tablet than its predecessor 100. We were really impressed when we lifted it out of the box and held it for the first time. Its sleek design, unusual flat back - most tablets have curves,
the AT-200 does - make it nice to look at and fun to hold. Connectivity-wise, there are many here too with USB and HDMI. The screen is also improved, and battery life is quoted at over an hour, although we have no real way to test one battery against another because daily use is different from the next. this is a much better tablet than toshiba that has been
released before. It's still not perfect, and we question the logic of paying so much money for a tablet that's only okay when you can have a brilliant one for the same price. Written by Ian Morris. Morris. Morris.
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